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No matter how many technical skills you 
have, you still need to deal with people at a 
level they can understand, so 
communication skills are just as important as 
technical skills.  
Paula Anthony, Industry technical support team leader 

Communication/Technical Skills 



5 Factors affecting success as a writer 

1.  Flexibility of your writing processes 
2.  Ability to get feedback on drafts 
3.  Familiarity with the genre, complexity of the 

genre 
4.  Complexity of the task (purpose): 

description is less complex than analysis/
synthesis 

5.  Number of audiences/readers, diversity 
within these groups 



Success in this course 

1.  writing processes 
2.  feedback on drafts  
3.  Familiarity with the genre—how many technical 

articles have you written? (unknown) 
4.  Complexity of the task (purpose): analysis/

synthesis is at top end of reasoning skills 
(difficult) 

5.  audiences/readers—supervisor and colleagues 
at work (difficult) 



The assignment 

Technical paper based on an article from one 
of the following magazines:  
n  the ASME Mechanical Engineering, 
n   SAE International’s Automotive Engineering,  
n  Aviation Week & Space Technology,  
n  Canadian Consulting Engineer, or  
n  Wind Power Monthly.  



Components 

n  (1) Title;  
n  (2) Author’s name;  
n  (3) Author’s affiliation;  
n  (4) Date paper is prepared;  
n  (5) Abstract (maximum 150 words);  
n  (6) Body of the paper (length between 600 and 1,000 words, not 

including tables, figures and references). The body of the paper 
must at minimum have the following parts: Introduction, Methods, 
Results and Discussion, Conclusion and/or Recommendations;  

n  (7) References; and  
n  (8) There should be a minimum of two graphics or figures included 

in the technical paper.  



Evaluation 



Deadlines 

n  Timelines 
q  Draft due date is 10 am on  June 21, 2012 

(bring 2 copies to class) 
q  Due date for return of the marked up draft by 

the “peer” is 10 am on June 26, 2012 

q  Marked up draft Technical paper can be 
picked up on June, 2012 (in class) 

q  Final version is due at 10 am on July 3, 2012 



Technical Paper 

n  Who is your audience for the technical 
paper? 
Describe this reader. 

n  What is your purpose?  
 



Organization 

n  Introduction 
n  Results 
n  Discussion 
n  Conclusion 



Introduction 

n  Announce the topic and scope of the paper 
n  Indicate why the topic is important or worth 

reading about 
n  Identifies the problems the new technology 

offers a solution to 
n  Identifies the solution offered by the new 

technology 

http://www.mcgill.ca/files/engineering/SURE2009_MECHANICAL_KGoyette.pdf 





The problem: waste 

n  Additionally, the various purification treatments involved 
in the separation process produce waste in turn. This 
waste includes ceramic residues and colored glass 
fragments that are usually separated from the glass 
cullet by optoelectronic equipment. This fraction of 
colored glass is usually sent to a landfill, except in the 
North of Italy where it is further treated by purification 
processes. 



The solution: recycle 

n  The objective of this paper is to 
investigate a new application of matt 
waste in the construction industry by 
exploiting its activity as filler for self-
compacting concrete and as a partial 
Portland cement replacement (up to 
50%) for newly blended cement. 



What is your problem?  
Your solution? 

n  What is the objective of your paper? 
n  State it in one sentence. 



Sample Introduction (student paper) 

 As mobile electronic devices become more widely integrated into society, the 
demand for portable energy sources has drastically increased. Conventional 
sources of power such as electrochemical cells are the most prevalent in the 
portable power market. Despite their efficiency, batteries’ finite life and 
chemical composition causes inconveniences as well as environmental 
damage. Recent development of mobile energy sources has been focused on 
the use of kinetic energy rather than chemical energy. There is an abundance 
of motion energy in the form of ambient vibrations and naturally occurring 
motions, both of which remain largely untapped. A viable alternative to batteries 
has been developed to harvest unused motion energy. Motion energy 
harvesters are able to harness mechanical motions and convert them into 
useful electrical energy. However, these small scale electric generators are 
limited to a narrow range of frequencies, making them ineffective in many 
applications. A new generator developed by Veryst Engineering bypasses 
these limitations.  



Results 

n  Present graphs and tables in this section 
n  Summarize and describe 
n  Present arguments to explain the data 
n  Cite other research articles in this section 



Sample published paper 



Sample Results section (student paper) 



Figures in Results section 



Sample Figure 



Discussion 

n  Present visual evidence in this section 
n  Consider including tables and graphs to 

present arguments in favor of how to 
interpret the data 

n  Present arguments that tell readers how 
to interpret the results 

n  Cite other research 



Sample conclusion (student paper) 

n  Energy motion harvesters are portable power sources which are free 
of chemicals. They generate electrical energy from kinetic energy 
via electromagnetic induction. Presently, commercial harvesters are 
able to harness ambient vibrations induced by machines, and other 
motions of high and consistent frequency. The catch-and-release 
concept developed by Veryst Engineering overcomes the limitations 
of commercially available harvesters. The system’s independent 
oscillations allow these new harvesters to be used effectively in a 
broader range of applications. The new design can potentially be 
used to harness naturally occurring, low frequency motions. This 
paves the way for future medical applications such as pacemakers 
and medical sensors.  



Sample Discussion (student paper) 

n  Mechanical energy is stored as mechanical energy in 
mechanical KERS. In contrast, in electrical KERS, 
mechanical energy is converted to electrical energy and 
then stored as chemical energy. Because there is no 
conversion between different types of energies in 
Mechanical KERS, they are far more efficient than 
electrical KERS. The flywheel used in mechanical KERS 
is what gives the mechanical KERS an advantage over 
the electrical KERS [3]. Fig. 2 shows the components of 
a flywheel KERS.  



References 

n  How many? 
n  What kind? 



Hints for summarizing 

n  Look in the article’s Introduction for the 
question they are asking  

n  Look in the Results for the findings 



Five Tips for Writing Abstracts 

�  Limit your use of technical language (jargon) 
�  Define essential technical terms (def) 
�  Include background information to give some 

context for your subject matter (backgd) 
�  Provide the details that connect your topic 

and its significance (details) 
�  Explain significance explicitly and clearly (you 

can’t expect non-specialist readers to fill in 
any gaps) 



A Slinky that Lights the Sky 
NASA’s polar satellite has revealed one of the power sources behind the 
gossamer glow of the aurora: Alfvén waves, oscillations in Earth’s magnetic 
field that resemble the quivering of a Slinky toy. John Wygant of the 
University of Minnesota and Andreas Keiling of the Center for Space 
Research on Radiation in Toulouse, France, used Polar’s instruments to 
study energy flowing along the lines of the geomagnetic field. “Field lines 
have a certain tension. Charged particles are tied to those lines, so when the 
field wiggles around, they wiggle too,” Wygant says. Magnetic waves moving 
along those lines can catch electrons and accelerate them to speeds up to 
30,000 miles a second. Eventually the particles crash into air molecules, 
giving up their energy in the form of the green, blue, red, and violet light of 
the aurora. 
Wherever Keiling and Wygant detected a powerful electromagnetic wiggling, 
the associated field lines led down to a region of aurora. Polar’s instruments 
also showed that the energy in each electron stream was proportional to the 
intensity of the display. Similar Alfvén waves may transport energy away 
from the surface of the sun, heating the solar atmosphere to millions of 
degrees. (196 words) 



Source 

n  A. S. Brown. (2011, May). From Whales to 
Fans: A second look at a piece of sculpture 
led to a promising technology. Mechanical 
Engineering Magazine Online. Available: 
http://MEMagazine.asme.org/Articles/2011/
May/From_Whales_Fans.cfm.  

n  Keywords: lift, drag, airfoils, aerodynamics, 
fluid dynamics, vortices 



Sample Abstract 

n  “From Whales to Fans” describes the inspiration for a new technology that 
improves the performance of airfoils by improving lift without increasing 
drag. The technology resulted from the observation that humpback whale 
flippers have bumps on the leading edge, the edge that on airplane wings is 
smooth in order to produce a smooth, aerodynamic flow of air. Using 3-d 
models of the whale flippers, the authors were able to demonstrate through 
a variety of experiments that the tubercles improved lift and postponed stall. 
The vortices that developed as a result of the tubercles caused the airflow 
to adhere longer to the surface of the wing. When these principles were 
subsequently applied to fans and turbines, the results included less air 
stratification, higher efficiency through improved airflow, and lower costs (up 
to 20% savings). 



Looking ahead: Drafts of reports 

n  Use the C4W as a resource to get feedback 
before handing in final drafts 

n  Work hard at developing broad writing skills 
to handle the challenges of writing at work 
and in academic settings 



Centre for Writers 

http://www.c4w.arts.ualberta.ca/ 


